INTERESTING FACTS

ASSEMBLY AIDS
Screw-in tool for stud bolts

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Tool set

UNDERCUT ANCHORS

Product information
The screw-in tool limits the scew-in depth of a threaded pin
into an undercut anchor.
The threaded pin is inserted into the tool and screwed into the
undercut anchor up to the stop.
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article no.: 585 300 200

This ensures that the threaded pin is mounted flush with the
tip of the undercut anchor. The correct screw-in depth has to
be monitored.
The individual protrusion has to be determined for every combination of undercut anchor and threaded pin length.
For further information please refer to the assembly instructions.
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DRILLING TOOLS
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variant
Ü up to 18
Ü from 18

Design
Assembly aid for undercut
anchor BH with threaded pin.
1/4“ bit drive DIN 3126 - E 6.3
Accessories
Tool set (p. 61)
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DRILLING TECHNIQUE

Allen key
DIN 911
For threaded pins

D

article no.
585 300 010
585 300 011

Note
Please specify the insertion
depth of the undercut anchor
and the length of the thread
ed pin with your order.

ASSEMBLY AIDS

Screw driver with 1/4“ holder
With telescopic blade
Quick release holder
With three-component handle
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Instructions for use
The protrusion is to be determined individually according
to the lengths of the undercut
anchor and the threaded pin.
Please observe KEIL assembly
instructions for anchors.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Screw driver bit
Drive DIN 3126 C6,3
For threaded pins resp. anchor
screws



Design
special open-ended spanner
flat open-endes spanner for
anchor assembly

Wrench socket,
DIN 3126 E6.3
For hex bolds and nuts

The integrated hinge in the screw-in tool ensures that the
threaded pin remains in position in the undercut anchor when
the tool is unscrewedf from the pin.

FIXING DEVICES

article
tool set consisting of:
special open-ended spanner
screwdriver with 1/4“ holder
wrench socket, DIN 3126 E6.3
wrench socket, DIN 3126 E6.3
screw driver bit
screw driver bit
Allen key

